Directions from Saint Malo Ferry Port:

Travelling time is approximately 1 hour and 15 minutes from Saint Malo Ferry Port.
Head out of Saint Malo and follow the signs for Le Mont Saint Michel & Caen on the N176. Once on the N176 you
will be on it for about 40km.
Once Le Mont Saint Michel is signposted by itself do NOT follow it and instead follow the signs for Caen and the
A84, the nearest town to the A84 will be Avranches. The N176 turns into the N175 just after Pontorson.
You will then see signs for Saint Hilaire du Harcouët and Ducey so follow them and it will take you off the N175
and onto the D976. You will go under the flyover for the A84 and at the next roundabout go straight over and
follow this road all the way into Ducey. There is a set of traffic lights just after the bridge over the river, go
straight on and turn right at the roundabout.
Follow this road all the way to the roundabout where it crosses the A85, there are some agricultural type
businesses on either side of the road. At the roundabout turn right towards Les Biards & Saint Martin de
Landelles. Keep on the road and go straight over the roundabout. You will go over two bridges over the lakes
and wind up the hill on the other side. Keep following this road until you reach Saint Martin de Landelles.
As you come into the village you will see the church on your right, turn right just before the church and you will
reach a small T Junction with a car workshop just opposite, turn left. Then turn right where it is signposted to
Saint Brice de Landelles, still the D85. Follow this road until you see a turning on the left signposted Saint Brice de
Landelles (D134).
Follow this road all the way into the village. You will reach the church on your right hand side, keep going straight
and down the hill where you will reach Les Roches Blanches at the bottom. There is a small stream on both sides
of the road. Turn right, it will be signposted Le Haut Champ and Beauchêne.
Follow this road round, after a few minutes you will see a turning on the left signposted Le Haut Champ, turn left
and follow the road.
You will see a house with a tennis court on the right hand side, keep going straight and we are the next house on
the right, down the hill and up the other side. If you reach a turning in the road where you can only go right then
you have just missed us.
If you need any help please ring us on +33 233 681584 or +33 656833428.
Bon voyage!

